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WOO IS WOAINED

"Enclosed is $5.00 for the renewal of my membership in the NRC, the greatest DX Club this side of the moon!"

- GENE WOO - 3135 Cherry Street - Toledo, Ohio 43608

SPECIAL TESTS

Sun. Nov. 6 WNW I 1080 Valparaiso, Indiana 250 2:00 - 2:30 NRC
Mon. Nov. 7 WFOX 860 Milwaukee, Wisconsin 250 2:30 - 3:00 I RCA
7 WTMJ 660 Milwaukee, Wisconsin 5,000 3:00 - 3:30 I RCA
7 KEEN 1370 San Jose, California 5,000 3:01 - 4:30 I RCA
7 KFT 620 Wichita Falls, Texas 5,000 5:02 - 5:30 I RCA
Mon. Nov. 14 WJST 1010 Berkeley Springs, Va. 250 1:30 - 2:30 NRC
14 WHTC 1450 Holland Michigan 1,000 4:15 - 4:45 I RCA
21 WCSR 1340 Hillsdale, Michigan 500 3:30 - 4:00 I RCA
28 KAST 1370 Astoria, Oregon 1,000 3:01 - 3:30 I RCA
28 WBR 910 Marietta, Ohio 5,000 3:30 - 4:00 I RCA
Mon. Dec. 12 KULE 730 Ephrata, Washington 1,000 3:01 - 3:30 I RCA
12 KYES 950 Roseburg, Oregon 1,000 4:00 - 4:30 I RCA
Tue. Nov. 29 KSOO 1140 Sioux Falls, S. D. 5,000 12:05 - 2:00 NRC
Fri. Dec. 16 WERA 1590 Plainfield, New Jersey 500 12:05 - 12:45 NRC
Mon. Dec. 19 KTTN 980 Olympia, Washington 1,000 3:30 - 4:00 I RCA
Mon. Dec. 26 WRYT 950 Boston, Massachusetts 5,000 4:00 - 5:00 NRC
Mon. Nov. 21 WJIC 1510 Salem, New Jersey 250 3:00 - 3:30 NRC

note: KEEEN-1370 is 3:00-4:30am, not 3-3:30 as incorrectly listed here previously.

WCTST is planning a special TEST broadcast with their daytime transmitter of 1,000 watts. They will be sending out a cycle tone some of the time, and also some band music, and IDs. It is hoped that many DX reports will be received, as they are anxious to hear from DXers. Send those reports to the Chief Engineer of WHTC. Info from Larry Colton of the IRCA.

WHTC

Mon. Nov. 14...
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**ADDITIONAL TEST INFO:** Dec. 12 - WSNE-1230 - Sanford, Maine, 3:00-3:30am, EST, NRC.

**CONTEST NEWS FROM STEVE WEINSTEIN**

I have received entry fees from the following since the last time: **CONTEST #1:** John Tudenhare, Pat Fleming, Greg Jones, Dave Schmidt, Rich Palmer, Wayne Plunkett, Gene De Lorenzo, John Gifford, Ron Hays, Marc De Lorenzo, William Campbell, Frank Merrill, Walt Breville, Fred Nordquist, & Greg Moores. For **CONTEST #2:** Gil Morgan, John Tudenhare, Greg Jones, Rich Palmer, Jerry Conrad, Wayne Plunkett, Gene De Lorenzo, John Gifford, Ron Hays, Marc De Lorenzo, William Campbell, Frank Merrill, Walt Breville, and Fred Nordquist.

Total entrants now number 21 in Contest #1 & 18 in Contest #2. Let's triple those figures by 12/1. I can't do it though, YOU have to do it by sending in your entry fees now.

**First standings are as follows:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CONTEST #1</th>
<th>CONTEST #2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frank Merrill (Michigan)</td>
<td>205 points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steve Weinstein (Pennsylvania)</td>
<td>192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gene De Lorenzo (Massachusetts)</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frank Wheeler (Pennsylvania)</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walt Breville (Missouri)</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frank Wheeler (Pennsylvania)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Just think... These men have already sent in their first totals, and YOU haven't even sent in your entry fee yet! Aren't you going to do something about it?

**CONTEST NEWS FROM MIKE TILBROOK**

I thought it was time to finally come through with some news about Contests 2, 3, & 5. Right now the number of people who have joined in each contest are #2 (17), #3 (15), & contest #5, (21). The names are listed below and as Steve said a few issues ago, this is sort of your receipt for the money sent for the contests.

**Contest #2-** Ed Drumm, Bob Zwier, Frank Wheeler, Frank Merrill, Greg Jones, Steve Weinstein, Wayne Heinen, Wayne Plunkett, John Gifford, John Tudenhare, Mike Tilbrook, William Campbell, Fred Nordquist, Lynn Brooks, Paul Thomas, Mike Northam, & Roy Miller


A couple of questions have been asked. A DX TEST does count as an additional three points, which means that one station can possibly count as six points in Contest #1, & in Contest #5, four points. Bob Zwier asks, "If I hear a station good for a B in the Letterama, but I already have an A for the tier I am working on, may I count this for another tier, or must I wait till one tier is done before I get six more after that? Must I wait until I have 20 before I can even begin to fill in the spots for another tier?" No, you do not have to wait for one tier to be complete to start filling in a tier, but of course you cannot count these until the one tier is complete. Also Contests #2 & #5 are completely separate & graveyards cannot be counted for #5 or the non-graveyards for #4. First entries of some have already been received. So here are the standings:

**CONTEST #2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Miller (Wash.)</th>
<th>104</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weinstein (Pa.)</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merrill (Mich.)</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heinen (N.Y.)</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northam (Ore.)</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jones (Cal.)</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Campbell (N.Y.)</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zwier (Mich.)</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheeler (Pa.)</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CONTEST #3**

| Merrill (Mich.) | 37 |
| Weinstein (Pa.) | 32 |
| Heinen (N.Y.) | 24 |
| Miller (Wash.) | 17 |
| Wheeler (Pa.) | 12 |
| Campbell (N.Y.) | 11 |
| Tilbrook (Pa.) | 8 |

**CONTEST #5**

| Weinstein (Pa.) | 13 |
| Merrill (Mich.) | 8 |
| Heinen (N.Y.) | 6 |
| Zwier (Mich.) | 5 |
| Millar (Wash.) | 4 |
| Brevelle (Mo.) | 4 |
| Wheeler (Pa.) | 3 |
| Northam (Ore.) | 3 |
| Campbell (N.Y.) | 2 |
| Tilbrook (Pa.) | 0 |

There's an item in the news that WFLX (FM & TV) New York, has bought WICC-600 for more than $2,000,000.00. This is subject to FCC approval. Better verie WICC now in case!
Wyne Plunkett - 124 John Street - Weston, Ontario

DX slowly on the upswing here w/zone good DX today 10/22 prompting me to get back on the Musing trail. My father & I have just shelled out the necessary shekles for a 1967 25" Zenith Color TV & complete new antennas, tower, rotator, feed line, etc. set-up. But I outlaw was a ridiculous $1,300 but I now have a color & TV DX setup to challenge rhn in S Ont., hi. So new BCB RX &/or FM tuner will have to wait until next Summer anyway. I visited Jim Werner 10/16 & discovered he now has two longwires in operation & being far enough away from Toronto to avoid loading, etc. threatens to lead the DX parade around here this Winter. Anybody want to clean a pair of shoes that ended up in my car after Convention weekend? That mention of a possible get-together in Kittanning on 11/12 interests me although it is a long way for such a short time. Only verie recently was v/c from WKOA-530. Now DX, back to 6/22. WDCS-730 on ET for the Emergency Broadcst System, 12:27-12:37. CBL was off this Wed. AM (as ERC had forewarned) so I was just tuning around 1330-1440 before hitting the sack when I was surprised to hear program for the first time, originating from Binghamton NY. Anybody know of these EMS EMs are a common thing & whether WDCS verifies or not? 7/1h- CKNH-1930 rounded me by s/off 1035pm for technical adjustments- XR in on Centre Island in Toronto harbor. I missed most of the good Aurora CX that were prevalent at times during Sept. but I did add a welcomed new one in the early evening when WKOQ-530 was on top w/c couple of str. Munda" Ides. 10/2- After Western Conference FB over on TV, I switched radio on about 1245em to find WJBA-1530 in full swing, with phone calls from at least a couple of NRCers (Chuck Rader, were you just home for the weekend or what?) A reel friendly station v/lots of c/w mix. MM 10/3- CFDY-1370 s/off 1102pm (1029) CKEX-590 s/off 1107 for the morning (When they are in frequently off, it always seems to be the first MM) so heard WLVK-590 for the first time in ages but BFDs v/WON before good log obtained. CKV-590 in good @ 1130 ID w/no 590 splatter. CKWV-580 s/off w/Crude @ 203 to return @ 4em; CJDF-1600 ETing most of their AM, XR in Birdie Township. KFZJ-1270 virtually in the clear around 245, CBC AN mix dominating 950. On everybody definitely confirm who this was, hopefully CHEK which made only #1 NS? WABC-770 ET mentioned XR in Ioci, NJ. CFTY-680 CC around 2:30, dunno when they quit RS but AM but didn't cut OC for the few min tes I listened. Seemed to be no SS on 1560 st times - is XEVT AP MM SS? (No ERC) 10/8- YNKH-035 particularly strong & clear in 1st time. MM 10/10- Holley, but static-riddled & no DX. 73.

Morris Sorenson - Box 93 - Emeside, Ontario

The big news here is that on 10/21 I got a new antenna, a 50' longwire outdoors to replace the 12' indoor wire I've been using for the past two years. Due to school work I haven't had much chance to try it out on EBC. DX since last time includes: 10/3- CHOW-1350 5:57pm; WFTO-1280 7:00pm; WOYK-920 7:18pm, CKV-590 944pm. 10/9- WKNR-1290 (Stete #36) 5:53pm; WHHH-1440 6pm. MM 10/10- WHBY-1230 1909-10am s/off; WJUM-1240 1:59pm. 10/11- WCXY-1240 726pm. 10/18- WACN-770 613am. 10/22- KWOZ-590 9:13pm. Veries: v/f- CKWS. v/1- WHLK WJNE CKLC CKBB. v/q- WAIT CHOW WHGR WNOE WBYR CFTC. CUB sent everything but the station, including a copy of the 1964 CBC Report, xerox on the station printed in FF, & pile of literature on Radio Canada & the CBC Network. If anyone is interested, I have several SCs from CHUM plus f few from CKOC & CPGM (c/w) which I would like to trade. 73.

Ernest J. Wesolowski - 1416 Paseada Avenue - Omaha, Nebraska - 68107

From long vacation away from the dials, I logged only three new ones so far in Oct. KGKI-960 in San Angelos, Tex. heard on 10/8 @ s/off @ lam for a 75% level. Then on 10/10 during Hurricane Inez, KGKI-1290 came in quite clear through a little testing of WIRL. KGKV was on that MM from Weslaco, Texas. 10/24- CCYK-920 was in the clear from Snow Ste. Marie, Ont. from 407-419. Veries ar4 from KGXY KGKL KCBK WFAA-570 KLOL KRES KIMO. I now have 47 states verified; Alaska, Del. & NH are left out. I now need two more to have Nebraska 100% again. Local s/off times for daytimers in Nov. is 515pm CST. Wish you could listen to CCYK-630? It's in Charlottetown, P.E.I.? 73s.

Stan Morris - Route 3 - Bradford, Massachusetts - 01832

A business trip to VT. today found WNHV ex-WWTR in White River Junction on. Also, in Franklin, NH, NO sign of WFTN AM or PM so still not on RS. WNHF good North but WJDA takes over about 15 miles S of Plymouth NH. WNHF running good mx during PM.

Geoff Trouver - Leves House - Netol Road - Brighton 7, Sussex, England

It seems long since I last sent in a Musing, but I have only just started DX again after the Summer break, The band seems to be bucking up slowly, though only (P4)
I first became interested in radio through my evenings. 10/1-22 - 10/21 - Thrulrs CBI-1140 10/24 - 70. Then I moved. It. Even though I T.JPKB-1260 I but it. Since then I've been ignoring it. If you're T.10/17- This 10/18- Unlr- 10/17- 10/16- TO- 10117- 10/16- November 5, 1966 DX NEBS noticed io/z5- EWE-584 Plus S-re evening, by the most scope for U.K. listeners. Despite all rumours regarding alternatives to Pirates, rs of today 10/22 nothing official has been issued. Enclosed for ERC's interest is a survey on listening audience. I will try & report regularly this season. Regards, & 73,

Bob Krchanski - 6A Preston Street - Wakefield, Massachusetts - O1880

10/24. Even though I haven't basically entered the Contests yet - for Contest #1 I have more points then all last year. I had a long talk w/G. Nelson who gave me several tips. R. Sebastian-773 os good at SSS. Surinam-725 also good at SSS. 10/15- I logged WGGC-1550 5:45-5:45pm s/off; followed immediately by WKQ-1580 (varied in five days) 5:44-5:50pm s/off. 10/17- I heard WQX * WQI on 950 between 5:02 & 5:12pm but not enough to log. TRIRCA-655 has been good on 10/17 8-9pm, 10/16 9:15-10pm with US good pop. 10/19 & 10/20 I noticed carrier strong on 1107 in evening. 10/22- I logged R. Caroline South 1107 5:03-6:1pm when WQX got too strong. 10/23- I tried for WIND-1250 FLx. ET but heard only CBM's second PF (Quebec City?) 10/24-IM- Lisbon -1-665 &L but difficult log, darn, 2:06am. I heard WQX-790 Ga. 2:00am. HJED-820 RF @ 2:30am. CBC not heard on 940/950/1000. SS on 1560, WB3J.

Gurty Enberg - 80 Concord Road - Wayland, Massachusetts - O1776

I couldn't resist sending a short musing to indicate my enthusiasm for the new season that finally come alive with a bang. It's all over the place, but now they're in solid enough so they can be IDed positively with only a little patience. hi. 10/17- WKKW-885 w/Radio Liberted ID @ 9pm & TSO-795 @ 11pm. 10/19- I found Senegal-764 really booming in @ 6pm so I hooked up the recorder & taped to s/off @ 7pm. Then I moved down to 725 for a real surprise, L&C Dutch talk followed by 'This is the Voice of Surinam, Station SRI, Paramaribo' w/50kw & ½ hour ahead of EST. I got good tepe of ID, & have been able to pull in every evening since, w/best reception in early evening. S/off @ 10:30 EST daily sometimes w/EE request for reports.' Get this new one, boys. Same evening, by tuning loop S rather than SE, I easily separated & IDed TIL, also 725k. Since then I've been ignoring almost everything except TAs, hi! Easy ID of WTV-584 Madrid despite nine mile proximity of WEE towers. cM 10/24- (11:45pm 10/23) repeated IS from Theinsender-1016. Slight best w/QA on 1015. Austin-1025 good and strong but unind TA on 1034 bestim w/other on 1035. Other TAs noted on 647 755 773 762 before retiring. It looks like a great season. If this keeps up I'll have trouble w/the domestic contests, hi. 73 & good listening.

Gene-Belorezno - 35 Sylvan Drive - Hyannis, Massachusetts - O9261

Hi DX has been quite good of late w/nine newies added to the log which now is at 561 logged. Thanks to s report from ERC my unid turned out to be in Paramaribo, Surinam & on 725k, not 728. It's a new country but I've had rather gotten Germany. DX: 10/20- Unm WBC-1070 @ 6am, first time heard this season. KDPL-610 @ 6:01, N. Radio Paramaribo-725 @ 8:30, YVRX-510 @ 9:01. This was a good southern night w/unid SSes on 1410 1823 625 950. 10/21 WBC-1240 @ 7:36 v/even signal w/WCBZ. 10/22- WIND-1250 @ 2:05, seemed to be AN c/w. CKI-1410 @ 4:53pm. WUF-1080 @ 4:55, WMJ-1430 @ 5:11 s/off. Unk s/off-1430 @ 5:13 v/SSB. 10/23- WIND-240 @ 5am unm, WBC-1230 @ 5:09 also unm, KGV-1410 @ 5:25 sounded like a s/on. WPH-1260 @ 5:31 s/on. If you're short on s/ons, listen to 970 & 960 @ 6am on a SM. I heard WBC-1300 WELI & unid SSO, plus un unid SSB. 10/22- Unm XERF-1570 @ 3:33, CJCH-920 heard w/good signal @ 3:40, un WCDL-1440 on c/tT @ 3:47, WRAD-1460 6am s/on, WCHS-580 @ 4:12, thanks, R. Evas, un WDUY-1470 heard @ 4:25. Jamaica-750 @ 4:45am s/on. That's all from here and May The Eggplant That Ate Chicago miss your town, hi. 73s & good DX.

John Javeski - 104-21, 122 Street - Richmond Hill, New York - 11419

Hi gang. This is my first of many Musings to come in the great NKC so I guess introductions are in order. I'm a 16 year old High School senior & I have been DXing for about 3 years. I first became interested in radio through two good friends, Bill Andrews & Vin Cevasco, from whom I got the RX I'm using now, a 1940 Emerson DS66. Total to date, 291/25. At first I was using a huge Zenith LM95-3 & didn't even have an external antenna until August when I threw together a 43" box type loop, & later (P5...
(John Jevetso) added a 50' long wire. There hasn't been much time for DX lately due to school but here's the results of the past month or so. 9/19- SSS, WILD s/off w/ WJFB @ 5:30, on 1220k. Also WREB-1220 c/w @ 5:40. On 9/22, the dat after that big rain, WMCA-570 was off too with a flooded XR & I heard mx v/WFIL on my transistor @ 5:40pm, WSTRR. Wolfmen heard up here often on XERF-1540. 10/2- WURM-790 4:14em. Also that AM, WITD-1270 put in a strong signal @ 4:10. 10/8- WCIC-600 @ 6:24 w/r, WPRM-1460 on 10/15 @ 5:20pm, w/v. 10/17- WGH-1310 coming in like a local @ 7:09pm. 10/19 - WRC very good 5:55pm, on 960. Then comes 10/23 AM. WSIR-1350 @ 12:25. 2:09, WABR (ID w/ shotgun) on 1440k. 2:23, WENZ dominated 1450 w/its @ soul sound. 2:03, WZEE-1350 frar. Local WHD-1050 was off, so CHUM & XEO battled it out at 3am. WCIS-1580 good @ 3:30. On 1330, WHOT & WABF were both on w/WHOT winning out @ 3:55. WWHY s/on @ 4pm, loud, on 1470, v/CFOX. Then for a half hour @ 5:08, WODT-610 completely wiped out WIP for a report. Thats it for now & take it easy, Ernie, I haven't gotten WERZ either. 73s. (Hi, John, welcome to the NRC. We hope your reports will be frequent and good, like this one -ERC)

Bob Zwie - 383 West 17 Street - Holland, Michigan - 49423

Hi all. DX is looking up here with my best MM of the season to date. 10/24- WITD-1270 @ 3:55em, CJET-630 @ 4em, WMV-620 @ 4em /w/SSB s/on (first from Vermont), WCHS-550 @ 4:13, WFIL-560 @ 4:25, CFQO-650 @ 4:30 but faded out shortly after, WSAY-930 @ 4:50, WBAQ-790 @ 5:00 /w/SSB s/on, WREN-1250 @ 6:20 (first time I could get past WAPE & WEMP), & WEMP-1350 @ 5:26 u/mess. No veries back because no reports sent out for a while. The list of DX TESTS looks real good for this early in the year, so all you members join'rn the CPC bandwagon & help the NRC. It is the least you can do if you have the time. Totals here now are 517/176, states 45/36. I was listening to my transister one morning this week & local WHFC went off the air. So I switched on the big RX, but all I could get was um WVON. Such is the luck of a DXer. I sure will be glad to see those DX NEWSes coming every Monday; so ta brightens up the whole week. All you members, how about Musing so that we can see you are still alive. 73 & good DX. Watch out for the 'Great Pumpkin.'

Wes Boyd - WHOT Radio - Youngstown, Ohio

Guess who? (no, it's not Wolfmen Jack). I noted WQXR w/OC from 1-1:08am 10/17, then mx again. What happened? WLS-1400 & WJET-1400 equal strength w/unID TT, 10/17, 12:45 -1:15em. I noted someone v/rr u/OC on 1150 @ 1:05am 10/17, not WDMA, WCUE, or WURM, es all are good mx. Canadian? Also noted v/rr station on AN u/CKW 1:35em. I doubt it being PUB (at least I never heard them v/rr). Congrats to whomever it's possible.

Joe Fels, wha are you trying to do, spoil the image of our whole chain of stations? Both of our ANers have put down in your last Musing, hi. I thought maybe it was just the CX last MM as I couldn't hear WHOT but Jerry Sturr informs me it was off the air from about 1-3am 10/23. It didn't help me anyhow! didn't hear anything new. Varies in: WRON & WWJ. Ernie, are you still gonna try to make gathering at RHC's on 11/12? Jerry, & I are gonna try. Also G. Green from Akron. (Yes, Wes, I'm figuring on being there! -ERC)

Bill Bresko - 3015 Lincolnshire Boulevard East - Toledo, Ohio - 43606

Hi, I', not going to waste open space by mentioning all my new ones, but here are the better ones: 10/10- JBC-750 s/on @ 4:15em. 10/17- KXCO-1410 f/c-TT @ 2:15em; ZRM-1235 @ 2:30em; XERB-1030 @ 2:58em. 10/18- ZFBR-960 booming in but frequent fading at 3pm. 10/20- XIMO-669 @ 2:29em w/EE. 10/21- YWOB-965 @ 7:34am; YND-675 @ 6:10pm. 10/23- CKCK-660 @ 2:11em; CKLIG-730 @ 2:50. 10/24- KXIF-1370 @ 1:27em; CKY-650 2:40em; KEB-1490 @ 3:05em; WROF-1240 @ 3:35; WCDL-1440 f/c-TT @ 3:45em; CKRX-630 @ 4:14em. 10/25- CKRY-590 @ 4:35em. Veries: v/q- KIRA KGBS WWFA WSGN WHIO Belize. v/1- KWO WFRF. Are there any CubensMethverify? ERC, what is um? (unneeded). Reports are out to JBC YUNK YND XKLF XJML ZFBR CKIG. Does anyone know if WRH has a silent period? Thats it for this time. 7e from WITO-Lend, hi.

Bruce Reynolds - Route 2 - Warrensburg, Missouri - 64093

Hi group! ERC has probably already noticed that I bought a new ribbon for my type-writer. (Congratulations, Bruce, hi -ERC) So what else is new? Well, not too much. DX as follows: WMIO-10 unID f/c w/final ID @ 2:18em-1340, I couldn't copy ID; KIMX-1450 r/c @ 2:31, but didn't stick around for it; WQAM not dominating 560 as they usually do, so KMON & KSFQ were in & out between 3:20 & 4:10em. WMRC-550 finally made it through the Cuban @ 4:14em (That 550 Cuban is a real bomb here). MM 10/17- KXCO-1410 r/c u/WING, 2-2:15em; KCUB in well o/WIRL from 2:40-3em s/off; WNDR-1260 finally (P6)
November 5, 1966

D X N E W S

(Bruce Reynolds) Made it week w/rr @ 3:20am; WNN-590 off (they were off again MM 10/24 & WPIQ in @ 3:55am; & then @ 4:40 a Catholic religious program on 730 w/ID @ 4:45. I thought they said R Trinidad, but they're not supposed to s/on till 5am. (Hope, Bruce, they have s/on @ 4:15 for years, w/various religious programs - ERC) 10/13- KFD-900 s/off-SSB @ 7:15pm. 10/15- KDON-1460 @ 3:10am, XIMO-860 @ 4:11, CNWS-950 s/on 4:29am & immediately & immediately heard WBDBJ. 10/21- KBOA-830 u/WCCO @ 5:54pm & KCHL-900 s/off @ 7pm. 10/22- KWEV-1480 r/c ending @ 2:15am. 10/24- CBC IPTP-1090 c/XEVR @ 3am w/CBC NX. I guess CBK. Isn't that what everyone hears here? WTVR-1360 w/yl announcer & w/ good re, like an ID program @ 3:13; WMD-1270 c/w through for a couple of minutes u/KFEE @ 3:36am, & WREO-970 s/on @ 4:59am. Varies: v/q, WDMX, WDBJ, WUF & WGR. v/1- KPUR WK WJW & WXYO. v/f- KSFPO. I've been trying 900 often on SSS trying to get some of these Texans for a report. I have logged all four, but KALT is the only one I've been able to get verified. Total: 71/2/38, states 42/41, provin c8/6, & countries 13/6. I left a v/q from Radio Belize-834 out of the verie list above. Well, much studying to be done, so 73.

Jerry K. Conrad - Box 91 - Walton, Kentucky - 41094

Cheers, TMS, Ls: everyone have been great this past week. I got a couple of questions so I'll hit them first, then what's new. Who is CBC IPTP on 1310 from NW? Loops as Albert or BC. It save BC NX @ 2am on 10/24, then CBC AN program. Letter out to Montreal. (CBEL, Vermillion Bay, Ont. is probably your station - ERC) Second, who is rr u/KKXX-1500 on ? Jose @ 3am on 10/24? It was in EE but too weak. Help! To new DX here by date: 10/10- WJU-1400 Detroit 1:05am RS. 10/19- WBEM-1420 S.Ia., Ala. RS at 12:20am on AN show, WCRE-1400, Battle Creek, Mich. @ 1am s/off. 10/20- WJZM-1400 Clarksville, Tenn. on r/c per list 1-1:15am, TT & voice. WQO-1400 Evansville, Ind. 1:35pm on RS AN. 10/22- WOPD-1230 Hopkinsville, Ky. @ 1am s/off. KBLZ-1260 Otumwa, Iowa on f/o- TT & voice, 1:15-1:30. 10/23- WSOQ-1220 North Syracuse, NY, on EE w/much mx from 1:30 till 2:30. WXCI-1350 Peoria, Ill. at 2:30am on RS, former WAPA. Then 10/24, WVFH-1223 Madison, Spiein at 1am s/on (see IDXED). KXLY-1500 San Jose, Cal. @ 3am s/off, KACY-1520 Port Hueneme, Calif. @ 3:15am, & 31 & 32 from California, & @ 3 from Spiein. Mitc unneeded DX, heard KDON-1460 Salinas is dominant S/O on the AN K-Don rr show. KXLY test, 1st Sat. as per list, Hobbs, NM, 1430 w/KXZ, Santa Ana, CA, giving them trouble. New veries here, WAFB for their test & WMBX-1230 Charlotte NC on RS. Many reports out. I wish they would start coming back. I'm getting static from the P.O. on Zip Coding by mail. They want me to Zip Code these reports. BAH! CU in 7. I still want to hear from someone who uses a Spiral type loop. I'll see you 11/12 in Kit almost 100% sure. Pat, Bill & I are going to drive to Pittsburgh Friday afternoon, & stay there Friday night & up yo Kittanning on Saturday.

Pete Taylor - c/o WKBG Inc. - Box 640 - Boston, Massacusetts - 02102

Would you believe Boston? As most of you probably know, no, Kaiser Broadcasting & the Boston Globe have been given approval to purchase WXHR AM/TV so I'll be moving there during the second week in November as Assistant to the GM & "consultant." We have been done badlly here with KFOG, so I am somewhat pleased with all. I would like to take this opportunity to congratulate John Callarman & Gordon Nelson in their new positions, & I will be anxious to see Gordon's secret "Signal Magnet" (It has to be that). After nine years of California & Hawaii, the BC dial will be interesting, & I hope I will have the opportunity of logging a few. If nothing else, it should practically guarantee a Special TEST from WXHR! 73. (I hope so, Pete, and congratulations to you also, & welcome to the East! - ERC)

Joe Skurzewski - 172 Lathrop Street - Buffalo, New York

Hi everybody, just to let you know I'm an active member of this Club, here are my latest veries: WXY-930 v/c, WJW-830 v/c, KSL-1560 v/c, CBE-1550 v/c, WSIR-1350 v/c, WNEF-1290 v/l, WMD-1260 v/l. Since I had 10/24 off, here are the stations I picked up. WNE-1050 @ 2:30am, WNEF-1290 @ 11:42am, WWKL-1600 @ 2:15am. WXYX-1350 @ 1:36am, WMD-1260 @ s/off 12:58am. If there is any member of the NRC living around San Antonio, N Mexico or California, I will swap a 7" reel of tape with a recording of "Wolfman Jack" on XEPR. I am also interested in swapping recordings of other stations for a local station in any area of the country. I also would prefer to have a station recorded from the states of Alabama, Florida or Los Angeles in Cal. (KFI).

That's it for now, to everybody, have a good DX season, and I hope to have some replies regarding XEPR. 73s m(Welcome to the NRC, Joe, & we hope you'll become a regular Muse in these pages! - ERC)
Hi. D. good again this week. Veriest v/l- KMPI WKHQ. DX: MM 10/24 - 3AM-1460 good 12:27am. VOA-1196 12:30am MX. MRF-944 12:34. RTR-1376 12:40am excellent. Paris-963 poor 12:46. Something on 11870 @ 12:49, probably Petofi, which would be a new country for me, but I couldn't ID anything. WDXE-1490 booming in like 5kW @ 1am s/off. RNE-773 excellent 1:04. TA on 1223k 1:10am w/ct mx, probably Spain, but I couldn't ID.

It would be my best TA if it is they. KELO-1320 1:36am s/off. TA on 1358k w/instrumental mx 1:42, probably much-needed Lithuania, but severely hampered any IDable info. BBC-881 fair 1:53. KISM-1300 2am s/off for a surprise u/WBEN. KRKO-1380 good, about even w/WBNX 203. KMLA-1530 f/c-UT 2-2:15am. CBC IBRI on 1510 weak 2:10.

calls are CBEL, right? (Right! - ERC) KOLL-1290-noted off again. I think they're off MM now, q/ AN-CBC-666, who is this, CJKL? AN-CBC-990 2:50am, Ided later as "You are listening to a network of CBC stations." Is this CHER? UnID s/off on 1290 3am under-WIRL. CBAQ-1530 weak 3:06. Where are they locatdd, ERC? (Rogersville, NB - ERC) UnID tester on 730 3:09am to at least 3:45, fairly strong, c/w. Tester on 1460 3:30am but I could only catch "testing-on 1460." Used jazz instrumentals, so might have been-KFYM without Rachel. WUNO-1230 3:57am. WTTR-1470 4am s/on. WMHT-1370 4am s/on.


WBIC-1230 1:02am. TA on 1223k 1:06. Later, KRKR-1150 6:29pm. Portugal-755 6:22pm. Luxembourg-1439 excellent, QRMing 1:40 6:27pm. KMLA-1290 6:12am. KFJO-1510 6:30pm s/off. KNOA-730 6:45pm s/off. RNE-737 good 10:05pm. BCC-1214 11:15pm w/YL in FF.

10/36- EST, yay! KOUR-1220 ET & f/c-UT, 1:132am. WLED-1220 f/c-UT 1:30-1:45am. KFYR-950 excellent 2:04am. CFAE-960 best ever-heard,2-10. WGY-810 off for some reason, KXOK noted All-c/w. KROI-1265 2:35am An-wr. Join the Contests! 73s.

Stephen McIntire - 2225 Searle Street - Des Moines, Iowa - 50317

Hi again. Well, recently I haven't gotten in too much DX but what I have gotten has been very good. I think to DX every MM from 10/31 on. 8/32 (that's what it says, hi - ERC) KCIA-1580 8:15pm. 8/26 - KRCB-1560 2:40pm. 8/28- WCBR-1290 5:50am s/on. WGRS-1370 6:00; WTCs-1410 6:08. 8/29-MM WVJN & CBEL fighting it out on 15104:104:30.

A report to CBEL via CBE got a verie from CBE instead! Boy am I angst! 9/4- KSYL-970 12:11, no verie yet from good report; WNU-965 12:43 due to solar! WLOS-910 1:45pm. Then skip to 10/24, MM. R. Barbedos-750 12:50-1:08, Country #17; KFQD-730 1:20-2:05 (Drool over that one, you midwest DXers needing Alaska!); WM5-750 2:13; CKVI-650 3:13; WTLL-1070 3:26; WMHT-1370 4:28. Also in that morning was.un but always welcome KQRL.

Quite a few DX for this early in the season. Veriest: w/q- KMKH. w/f- WKPR. w/c- JBC-750 (dated 5/11, mailed 8/18). I'm an SGR & I have MANY-traders of KMM (hi) KTOA & KSO (now extinct). Also quite a few KXOK KXLY WJJD WHO & others. So write already. Also I'm a great fan of Wolfman Jack, & recently I formed the Wolfmen Jack Fan Club, East High Cjpter. I bet we're the only organization like that in any high school in the country. 73s & as they say in Cincinnati and across the nation; WLM- "We Love the Wolfman!"

Alan Merriman - Box 4 - Fairfax, Virginia - 22030

Well, there hasn't been much DX at this den in October but things started to pick up a little. The verie situation lays something to be desired but I guess everyone has that problem. I would like to hear from some more of you guys to volunteer for the CPC. We can use at least 15 more volunteers & will take as many as we can get, hi.

Just drop me a line & I will send all the info. -Down to DX. 10/17- WKEE-1000 at 4:45pm. WCFS-760 in at 5:16pm. 10/23- New WTRI-1520 is now on RS, not heard as well as I thought they would be, but in all day, logged at11:45am. 10/24- WHLD-1270 in well at 4:10pm. A real surprise in WBBW-1110-completely on top of frequency from 3:45 to 5pm. An even bigger surprise in WSOE-1550 on top briefly at 5:26pm. This was by far my most wanted station as I have been trying to log them since they first went on the air several years ago. 10/25- WRFD-860 in well at 5:30pm. WMHS-1610 at/6pm with another try for a verie. 10/26- WGMF-1530 in w/WCKY @ 5:30pm. Veries have come in from WWIN WUNI CBAR WCFS WWOD WBKO CCKY WHIM & WSER. Well, that's about it from here. 73 & DX. LET'S DO IT, MEN - JOIN ALAN'S FINE CPC! RIGHT NOW!
Mike Tilbrook - 513 Snyder Hall - University Park, Pennsylvania - 16802

Hi. I haven't had a missin for a couple of weeks because of getting settled here at PSU. So I'll get right into the realm of DXing. It stinks up here. Reasons are many: 1. Poor radio. 2. Lots of electrical interference from the dorms. 3. No radio antennas of any sort are allowed in the dorms, & 4. Very little time to DX. But I have logged a few stations, so here goes. 10/9- WWRK-1600 1:30am. WSJS-690 11:50-am. 10/10- WAKR-1590 12:02am. CKIM-1570 12:05, along w/CFOR. 10/17- WHK-1420 12:45am. Then the only station logged so far that I consider really decent, WSET-1420 12:15am to 1am w/In/c. As a matter of fact this is also the only station I've reported since being up here. WAI-1/10 12:45am. WFRB-1390 12:55am. WSPD 1370 1am. WTA-1250 1:05. CUMS-1280 1:05. WBSM-1420 1:10. WKX-1/10 1:15. WDE-1/30 1:25. WENZ-1/30 1:30am. WBMD-1/70 1:32am. 10/23- I finally got around to trying some daytime reception. WGSA-1310 2pm. WTBG-1290 2:04. WRTA-1430 2:06pm. WAM-1430 2:08. WPBM-1540 2:55. WEND-1560 2:59. WCBG-1590 2:59. WBEH-1230 3pm. WYIB-1490 3:01pm. WJIN-980 3:15pm. WKBV-670 3:36pm. WIP-610 11:40. WXYZ-1270 5.30pm. So that's it for right now & my totals are 61 heard. On the local situation up here. WMJ is AN & off at 2am. WRSC-1350 is off at 5:30pm, & the same for GBEL-1330. WMJ & WBLF are primarily R.R. while WSC is good AM. My mother was up the other day & brought up some of the mail which had accumulated at home. Veries were WIM-1520 WETM-1390 & WRIC-940, all v/In. The chances of my mailing the 11/12 set together are very great so I hope to see a lot of you there. That's it for now & join the Contest please. 73. (RIGHT, MIKE - LET'S ALL GET THOSE ENTRIES IN NOW TO MIKE & STEVE. -ERIC)

-Dave Schmidt - 44 Green Lane - Green Ridge - Chester, Pennsylvania - 19014

Hi there! Well, to kick off the new weekly DX NEWS season, I thought I'd report (again, hi). DX is really something now; I just hope the CX hold up this well until next March or so. Now DX: 10/21- WDNC-680 @ 5:47am. - 10/23- WSC-1590 @ 5:15pm SIGNING OFF. I thought they were a fulltimer. MM 10/21- I was sleepy but I got KXFM-1370 @ 1:16am for report 2. I was up 20 minutes, hi. 10/27- WCAW-680 @ 5:34pm. 10/25- KITA-1030 @ 5:59am r/e off way of WBB. New veries are: v/In- KPAF-1110 WLAB-600 (about five months). v/In- WENZ-620 (in a mere four days, hi Joe Fela) & WBLF-960. Total: 384. I'm hoping to make Kittanning on 11/12 with Joe Fela. Joe Fela, Rick Merr, Dale Sewson, & Charles Spellman were all here on 10/22. We had a trip to Philly & to WFLL & WCAL. We left there & Joe Charles got to center-city & Rick, Dale & I went to WBC (we didn't get in, though). Sorry to hear that Ben Dangerfield has his radio on the "sick list." Only real strong image I get is on 1030 w/a mixture of WBB & WFBG. Surinam-725 makes it in here 15 minutes before local WBC goes off. Well, I guess that's all for now, & before I go, please, let's have some more help w/the CPC as we have about eight or nine on it now. So c'mon guys, give us a hand with the CPC and you'll get a lot of fun out of it. It's the next best thing to hearing the station. 73.

John Callarman - Box 148 - Houston, Texas - 77001

Hello. We'll see how good airmail is, with this mailed Sunday night. I've been trying to utilize my new loop to separate some of the clear channels for LA signals, & I haven't spent much time on domestic DX. I did note WJCI-610 10/15 @ 6:18pm, & on that same date, I heard KBCC-630 s/off @ 6:30am. On 10/23, under the OC from the new KVCI-1070, which seems to be on all day, I logged WCLA dominant, then muted it to hear KFII. On 10/30, I took a better log on WJCI (w/KCNO muted), & who surged atop to s/off @ 6:15? Why, WMCI, Radio Murfreesboro, of course! On 770, WBB was dominant, w/CACL detectable & IDable to 6:30 s/off. Both s/off at the same time. I was glad to meet Greg Moores & David Stone for the first time last Thursday night, & to initiate Kenneth Jennings into the NRC, Houston Member #7. The Houston area is meeting every other Thursday, & it certainly keeps up the interest among us. I've sent out only two reports since coming to Houston, though. To the new Surinam outlet on 725 & to W.I.B.S. For Kingstown, St. Vincent, on 702. A lot of good LA's available, so I must get after them. 73.

Jeff Kadet - 8047 Park Overlook Drive - Bethesda, Maryland - 20034

Veries: v/In- WHAG WPKF WRJB. v/q- KLOU WEND. DX: WHB reported 12:05-1:05am s/off on 10/26 w/trouble from XEPD. Then the r/c of KFPI-1410b 1:29-1:46am & NJRJ-1150 AR 10/OC 1:02-1:27am & on. On 10/26 the r/c of KFPI-1590 which was on from 1:30-1:36m only, WODO-1065 ET/TT @ 2:36am. Then WBB-1470 ET/TT 12:36-3:05am & KRCB-1560 ET/TT 3:29-3:41 a/off. Lastly 10/29, my most wanted domestic as their CE got mstered in ham radio & they used to be my closest local (besides being severely directional away from here) in for short logs 4:20-4:50pm u/CML w/good northern reception present.
Hi gang! DX is really setting in this year. c Latest Ex: 10/15-6:30am, WPTX-750 W.Va. finally heard well enough for a report. 10/27-6:27-6:29pm s/off, WOI-640 Iowa w/fantastic signal. Then at 7:27, I finally got KYND-1580 Ariz. up to 4pm s/off. I also got KPTP-1550 Ariz. @ 7:50m. Reports & tapes are out to both. That's my best SSS DX by far. I also heard on 10/27, c/v mx @ 7:30pm/ KAIP? I don't know whether this is considered EBC DX or not, but here goes. c On 10/27, way down near 530k (probably 526k) I heard a station with mx (African beat) v/w a woman talking between records. It was first noted @ 6:45pm. At 6:56, the lady talked for a few minutes, then what sounded like a National Anthem was played, &t 6:59, off- they went off. According to the mx, time of s/off, & loop direction, it seems this could be a TA. Any help would be greatly appreciated, since I have a tape of all this & could send for a verie if I knew who this was. My only bunch is Algeria-529. Latest veries: KIRA & WAIT, both v/q. c Jerry Conrad, Pat Flanagan, & I will be at the get-together at Kittanning. I hope to see a lot of DXers there. 73 & good DX.

Bob Shaw - 235 Columbus Street - Elyria, Ohio - 44035

It seems like there's been a very good skip to the W or something this past week, so I was able to get some new layoffs without trying. 10/22- WBAY-1360 L&C @ 6 pm. 10/23- WJAX-1240 s/off, lam. After the Browns showed the form that will win them the NFL FB title, I fixed my antenna so it works like it should, & almost immediately I heard WDF-910 S-6, normally a dead day channel. They are now regular, and so is the WKAR; also WXYZ-1270 & WKNR-1310 come in much better. 10/27- WPBO-1020 c/u KDKA 6:05pm. WSPR-1010 6:10 real poor, but atop CPUF/MINS etc. KWAV-990 s/off 6:30 in the clear. It seems to me the last three were on a good skip or something since the antenna was off. Veries are v/l from KIOA, v/f from CKY which took seven months. The 10/12 opn h house sounds like a good idea, especially since I've met only one NRCer personally, but Saturday is a bad day for me & I don't drive yet, unfortunately. (Tegradly.) 73. (How's your 'thumb working, Bob. hi - ERO)
The Courtesy Programs Committee of the NRC needs more volunteers. So far we have only twelve volunteers to write letters. Last year we had over 30 volunteers for the CPC & I am sure everyone benefitted from their hard work. The CPC is a very important part of the NRC. The guys on this committee are the ones who arrange all the DX Programs & TESTs that all of us enjoy listening to. There is a tremendous amount of satisfaction in arranging special programs, and doing your part to help the other members of the club. These programs are important for two reasons. First, they give the maximum number of DXers the opportunity to log a new station. Second, they help to promote good will between the DXers and the radio stations. With the veritable situation being what it is from some stations, this last part is very important. Many of the people working in radio these days don't even know what DX is. This is a good way to spread the word around. Last year the NRC had a CPC second to none. We arranged more programs than all the other clubs combined. Let's make this year even better. The only way we can do this is with your help. This year we have a much better system for exchanging information between the clubs. This means that more DXers will benefit from your work and you from theirs. So, how about taking the time to write after CPC letters? It really doesn't take much time and as I said, there is a tremendous amount of satisfaction in doing your part for the NRC. Just drop me a card and I will be very glad to supply all the details. I hope that I will hear from many of you in the next few weeks.

- Alan Merriman - Box 4 - Fairfax, Virginia - 22030

NOVEMBER 12. At 411 North McKean Street - KITTANNING, Pennsylvania, standing around noontime. Many have indicated they will be there, and we'd like even more to think about it, and then decide to come for the day; the middle day of what for many is a three-day Veteran's Day weekend. Our host will be DICK COOPER, and a wonderful time should be a foregone conclusion. Why not try to fit this happy day into your schedule?

NOVEMBER 26. At 635 East 21 Street, Brooklyn, N.Y., Apt. 4, ground floor, at the home of Hubert Buckner, former member, with ERNIE COOPER as your host, noon to 2626. 6 p.m. Again, the welcome mat is out for all, near and far, who would like to come and have a DX chat with other avid NRCers. All NRCers are invited!

ALL-HIGHER SITUATION

OFFS: 1499 W V A M AN-6
1450 W M A J AN-6, s/off 2am MMs.
1490 W B B SPU

ONF: 970 W J R Z SMs, s/off 2:05am.
1050 W H N SMs, s/off 1:05am.
1290 K O I L MMs.

Ernest R. Cooper - 438 East 21 Street - Brooklyn, New York - 11226

Verile in from WADD-970, v/l. And that is all. Not too much DX this week, which sounds like my usual opening, but I've at least been trying, hi. Someone asked the s/off time of WLIB-1190. In October, with DST still in effect, it was 5:00 a.m., which was before sunrise, so that they may s/off the year 'round at 6am weekdays local time. 10/26- Unn but-seldom heard Weeb-990 heard s/off @ 5:43pm u/w KGB. 10/28- Unn WYTI-1570 heard on ET-c/fwx, 1:39-1:50, when they switched to marches. I see others have reported them other mornings, so they must be doing considerable testing. SM 10/30- I noted WJZ still on at 12:55am, but WLIB-1050 was off, with only CHUR/KBG heard here. MM 10/31- Not too good a morning CS-wise, or any other-wise, hi. Another ET/M from WYTI-1570, which ended at 1:33am. A loud Oc there all AM, possibly former AN CKIM by its volume. EJ0penes just barely audible, none loggable. No sign of WJZ here, but WJBR-1220 TEST came in with a weak, fady signal on its special TEST, for a new one. Before they came on, there seemed to be an SS there, not KBX, though, probably a Colombian. CO on 1520 all AM, with KOMM barely audible through it. HJIO-1515 was quite loud this AM. -11/1- A phone call at 1:20am from NRCer Jerry Coner to tell me that his local WCLI-1350, Covington, KY, was on a Pop, so a real try for them, & I got four items in an hour, with four other stations noted on 1320. WCOG & WSCR went off around 2am, leaving CKW & WLS there, with occasional appearances by much-wanted WChU. My sincereest thanks to Jerry for his thoughtfulness. WSCR-1320 was also noted 10/31, so they seem to run to 2am NLY, with a pretty good signal. I believe a lot of NYC area members need this one, so there's your chance. I'm looking forward to being at Dick's in Kittanning, and I hope many others will be there, too. Don't forget my annua, get-together on Saturday afternoon 11/26. C Unl7.
The Effect of Sunspots on Exceptional MW DX
by Gordon Nelson

One of the most commonly voiced principles of BCB DX'ing is that sunspots are a very important determinant of DX quality. In a certain qualified sense I'll agree; we all know the theory of sunspot effects: solar noise levels rise, G, D, and E absorption increases, critical frequencies are modified, etc. And these effects must indeed affect DX in an overall sense; i.e., the quality of run-of-the-mill, night-to-night DX will certainly be better during years of sunspot minimum. Fine and good. But, when it comes to exceptional DX reception of the sort that requires that a given combinations of conditions be met (a tilt here, an E cloud there, etc.), I contend that sunspot number may be rather irrelevant. Until recently this theory has only been a crude conjecture worthy of being tossed about during DX-fests; now I have some data on the subject. I have gone through some of the Tyndall data and have arranged his catches by position in the sunspot cycle; in particular I've broken them into three groups corresponding to Low sunspot periods (mean less than 60), Medium (mean 60-120), and High (mean 120-250). I am now going to list some of Hank's verified catches in order of date; the position of that date in the sunspot cycle is indicated as defined above.

As far as I'm concerned this is the only data so far gathered on the influence of sunspots on exceptional MW DX. As we all know, the 1956-1957 sunspot peak was the greatest period of activity in more than 200 years. If such DX can be heard during such a peak of sunspot activity, then I just can't get worked up over the question of the influence of sunspot on MW DX. I therefore submit the thesis that high sunspot numbers do not render exceptional MW DX impossible. Certain national magazines have a penchant for viewing each individual sunspot with a great deal of dread and are stating that the "peak" of MW DX has already passed. I'd very much like to see the evidence that these authors have for such statements. I'm rather convinced that much of the phenomenal DX heard last season was due to a psychological cascade effect; more DXers expected to be able to hear more DX and so did; and off went an unstable feedback situation. Never underestimate the importance of psychological factors in the interpretation of physical data, I say.

I wish to thanks Hank Tyndall for his invaluable cooperation in making this unique scientific data available and allowing me to publish it. All of the above reception was from Burlington, Vermont using a 9 tube HQ-120-X receiver. Hank's data represents the longest period of exceptional DX observations made from a single site as far as I know.
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5:00 AM, 11/1. CKKW in background, JWB

1230

Huenemoer, Ind. Hud ET/t deliberately 4:00 AM on MM 10/24, Weinsto...in

1280

Lancaster, Ky. Hud Et/Mx at 12:29 AM 10/28, Weinstein. (Good here too, JWB

1320

KELO Sioux Falls, S.D., MM S/off is 1:38 AM., Weinstein

1320

Covington, Ky. Hud Et/Mx to 3:45 AM on 11/1. JWB

1350

WAZA Reinbridge, Ga. Hud FC/TT 12:15-12:25 AM on 10/27, weinstein

1370

WHI Braddock Heights, Md. WKDY S/on is 5:00 AM., Weinstein

1380

WACK Atlanta, Ga. Hud ET/TT 1:46 AM on MM 10/24, Weinstein

1440

WSGO Oswego, N.Y., Hud ET/TT at 12:38 AM on 10/27, Weinstein

1460

WRAD Radford, Va. WKDY S/on is 5:00 AM., Weinstein

1460

WCMC Harrisburg, Pa. WKDY S/on is 5:00 AM., Weinstein

1470

NRDR Rochester, N.Y. WKDY S/on is 5:00 AM., Weinstein

1490

WDBB Chattanooga, Tenn. MM S/off is 1:00 AM, MM S/on is 5:55 AM, local time

1530

KALA Many, La. Hud FC/TT 2:00-3:15 AM on 10/24, Weinstein. (Weinstein

WBRX 1280 BERNICK, PA. will conduct a frequency check on Thursday morning,

NOVEMBER 10, 1966 from midnight to one a.m. EST. Reports go to the chief engineer

Mr. Robert J. Learn, Jr., P.O. Box 268, Berwick, Pa. 18603. The information is

from Dave Schmidt, relayed here via telephone conversation with Ern... Cooper.

A cordial welcome is extended to our newest member KENNETH JENNINGS, 7L17 DARIEN,


WELCOME BACK to a former member DON RENOLDS, 19055 HOLLYVALE ST., GLENDORA, CALIF.

91740. Old timers will recall that Don used to DX at Newburgh, N. Y. He hasn't been a member since 1961 and writes in part "...Boy! How the old DX News has grown in size! I was also pleased to hear of the approximate size of the membership now...very gratifying! Out here the people have a saying..."the best in the west". To follow the rhyme we would have to say "the least in the east". Certainly doesn't describe the NRC, so let's just say it is the finest...anywhere!!" We expect to hear about your reception of many Asians, Don.

OPEN HOUSE FOR DX FANS AND FRIENDS ! ! SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 12, 1966 (Noon to ?)

We want to repeat our invitation to all NRC members to attend our DX party here in Kittanning, on Saturday, November 12th. We received a note from Ralph Johannes that it is possible a Buffalo group will attend. Elsewhere in this bulletin quite a few members have indicated their plans to attend. We are quite anxious to hear from the Pittsburgh members. We realize that some of you fellows may have a little difficulty in getting here because of your age. Perhaps you can talk your parents into coming along. We have a large house and will find entertainment for all. Let us know if we can advise regarding bus schedules, best way to get here, etc. The address is --

111 North McKeen Street, Kittanning, Pa. Telephone (Area 412) 542-0692.

Note from Joe Fella says he plans to attend. Will probably bring Dave Schmidt along and can accommodate others if anyone is interested.

Note from member ROB LEAMY of Erie, Pa. advises that WHXP 1530 kcs in North East, Pa. plan to beginning testing at the end of October. Nothing heard from them yet, but might be on in the early mornings, so give a listen. How about coming down for our DX party, Bob? ONE PAGE OF VERBIS SIGNSER IS BEING HELD OVER UNTIL NEXT WEEK, '73 RF
international dr. digest
interim editor: john a. callarman, p.o. box 454, houston, texas 77001

november 5, 1966

GORDON NELSON...
becomes editor with the 12/31 issue. he forwards one report that was sent to his address. i, too, am antici-
pating Gordon's takeover!

WHATEVER...
535 TRENCH, W. I. B. S., St. George's. Very poor signals, only the music detectable, heard here 10/28 around
1910. (Walt Fair, 1922 Polkwy, Houston, Texas 77034)

590 UNIL, S.S. Heard since 10/15, apparently AM. Possibly an XE. Incidentally, in name here appears to be
slogan of XEPH, Mexico, D.F. Off at 0100. (Michael L. Silvere; 5, Grosvenor Heights, Kingston, 8, Jamaica)

610 UNID, S.S. Heard at 0550 10/20. Slogan seemed to be R. Guaniquie; nearest listed in WBR, etc., is R. Guan-
ique, Guanique, Sinaloa but X.E. were in CST and Sinaloa is two hours behind EST. Are they on West? (Sil-
vere, Jamaica)

620 DOM, REP. "Radiotelevision Dominicana, desde Santo Domingo, capital de la Republica Dominicana," heard
10/8 at 0200 with a classical music concert. Good signals. (Gregg L. Calvin, 7/4 Waterloo St., St. John, N.B.)

625 COSTA RICA, EIRICA, La Voz de la Victor, San Jose. Slogan heard. US good pop music. Poor signal with
little skip or other QRM 10/17 2000-2100; 10/18 2115-2200. (Deb Karchevski, 63 Preston St., Apt. 5, Wakefield, Mass. 02880)

655 LITHUANIA, VILJUUS was probably the station noted with Bells (Kremlin?) at 0200 10/31. The first European
of the season with enough strength for the audio to get through to this West Coast Listening Post. In and
out, but probably not enough for a report if it had been needed. Good to hear Europe come in again, as
the same evening produced half a dozen carriers on European frequencies, including some needed. Perhaps there
is hope that we are not too far from the sunspot minimum. (Clarence H. Freeman, 1380 Lincoln Way, Auburn,
Calif. 95603)

PORTUGAL, Emissora Nacional, Lisbon. Last of the TS's heard 10/24, about 05, in Portugal, 0126 to 0135
fadeout. Some problem from WBRG. (Roger Winsor, 739 Juniper Drive, Valparaiso, Indiana 46393) at 0140
same date, level as good as 0850, but XEPH spatter noticeable at check. (Jack Le Reeser, 492 Eppes Av.,
Houston, Texas 77021)

670 VENEZUELA, VUV, R. Rumbo, Caracas, heard with AM music, many advertisements, time checks, and stage
shows. ID as "La Emissora de Venezuela, Radio Rumbo, Cadena Nacional." Good signals most evenings, peaking
at 2100-2200. (Calvin, N.B.)

680 UNID, S.S. La A, heard 10/24 at 0337 on, seemed to be a second stronger SS here after 0500 until 0530. No
ID on either. (Randy Seaver, 2113 30th St., San Diego, Calif. 92104)

690 CDIA, GEC, R. Progreso, Hattiesburg. Noted 2333 10/30 on the Cuban beam, with 670, 660, and 680 (in order
of reception, am) also noted. Then, at 0342 10/31, found LV de Cuba AM programming here, plus 550, 740,
770, 670, 640, 630 and 590. (APZ, Callarman, Texas)

695 GUADELOUPE, TOCH, R. Mundial, Guadeloupe. Logged for report 10/31 2232 to 2250, many station promo's
and some commercials. Uses "Chocoo White" on time checks. (Callarman, Texas)

698/9 UNID, Presumably Oriental, causing a hit on WJ 10/24 at 0505. (Seaver, Calif.)

710 SO. KOREA, HAKA, Seoul, heard 10/24 at 0500-0600 under KIRO TV. ID at 0500 clear but weak, boot at 0535
completely over TT. (Seaver, Calif.)

715 MEXICO, HRTV, R. Television, Tegucigalpa. Assumed the loud and clear Latin 2235 10/30. ID. (Callarman)

720 CDIA, R. Babelo heard daily with radio play. Good signal, dominant at midnight. EST. (Calvin, N.B.)

725 SURINAM, Paramaribo readable but weak 10/25 at 2215-2233 s/off. (Seaver, Calif.) Heard 10/23 in Dutch
0000-0300; changed to Oriental type language with East Indian music till 2100. Then, announced in English
as Voice of Surinam. Continued with East Indian music. My guess is radio Paramaribo up from 600 km/s.
WHN lists this station as "Listening to Surinam and the Caribbean area." It is better than SS here, and may be
a half kilocode or so off, as it has a low-pitched hat with WIIU, which is completely blocks out. They
switch from one language to the other at random, it seems, and have both a man and woman announcer. No
commercials noted after listening several hours 10/15-19. (Ernie Cooper, 498 E. 21st St., Brooklyn, N.Y.
11226) After listening to a dub of Ed Krejcy's tape, it sounds to me like WIIU, Surinam Broadcasting
Corporation (last word in sort of broken English that could be easily read "Commission"). Box 271, Para-
maribo. I didn't get reception that clear here in Houston. (Callarman, Texas)

730 TRINIDAD, R. Trinidad, Port-of-Spain. Very good signal after 0432 s/off 10/20. Religious program, CM
from USA at 0445 s/off. (Silvere, Jamaica)
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750. **KSUQ, KPCO, Anchorage.** Heard tapping W3D most of the time 10/23 for a report on a series of Sunday evening religious programs. No answer last year for a report on this frequency. (Preston, Calif.)

754. **SANDY, Dakar.** In weakly for about 15 minutes on 10/24 at 0207, just after KPUE w/o. (K.G. Springour, 1105 Virginia Way, La Jolla, Calif. 92037) Heard 10/24 for the first time this season. Good strength, but KPUE CRN in the form of splatter made it bad. Unneedled. (Preston, Calif.) Noted at 1815 10/24, (Minneapolis, Ind.) Carrier heard 1015 10/26, a sign of improvement. Will be looking for Cairo-773 at around 1830. (Keene, Texas) Logged 10/26 at 1850, very weak signal. (Fair, Texas)

760. **VENEZUELA, YVGO, R. Puerto la Cruz, with light Latin music program, announcements, and IDs.** All Spanish and some fading. Dominates W3G generally, and heard at 2100 on 10/9. (Oakland, N.D.)

765. **WALC, W.A.R., San Sebastian.** Noted at 0125-0135. Good level, with orchestral background music. No sign of Radio 3-9-0, darnit. (Keene, Texas)

800. **BARBADOS, R. Barbados, Black Rock.** Noted at good level 10/20 0039 to 0056 w/o. Very short w/o at times, then W3Q after non-stop steel-band music. (Callow, Texas)

802. **PORTUGAL, GOEA, R. Ol. Portuguesa, Lisbon.** At 0125 10/24, noted with vocal and guitar. Good level, but only when W3Q refrains from modulating with tone. (Keene, Texas)

805. **CHICAGO, WBBM, Chicago.** Strongest heard well 10/26 at 0435. (Seaver, Calif.)

806. **BELIZE, KBPI, Belize City.** Is heard here irregularly on all shows. (Silva, Jamaica) Fade in and out for fair log 10/31 0249-0306 and 0349-0411, when W3Q-250 put on carrier. Good at 0359, gave time as 04:03, which prompted me to check my clock against W3Q, but I was only 3 seconds off. (Callow, Texas)

809. **MEXICO, KEBE, Tampico, off frequency slightly since Hurricane Inez passed through.** Causes bad hit on 610 here. (Jody Colse, 25 Bremond, Houston, Texas 77006)

813. **EGYPT, Cairo.** Of late, has replaced Andes on this frequency as the dominant station at sunset. Earlier in the season, it was all Andes, with no sign of Cairo. (Kel Robinson, 351 South St., Medfield, Mass. 02052)

830. **MEXICO, XEIDA, Mexico, P.F.** Noted 10/24 with classical music at 0125. Signal strong with some fading, but clear. Under them was English, but much to work to do anything with. Who? KIKI, Hawaii? (Jerry K. Conrad, P.O. Box 41, Hinton, Ky. 41648)

836. **FRANCE, GTFP, Nancy.** Must have been station heard 10/24 with audio, but too weak to ID positively the language. Second European to get some audio through. (Preston, Calif.)

840. **NEW ZEALAND, Radio New Zealand.** Continues to be heard almost nightly after Nancy signal off at 1800. Talking in Arabic at this time, followed by hear Eastern churning. Should be an excellent bet for anyone needing Asia. (Kel Robinson, Mass.)

850. **NICARAGUA, YNP, R. Centennial, Managua.** Noted under X37 0015-0030 10/31 with music and Spanish accents. (Fair, Texas)

860. **ITALY, RAI, at 0930 on 10/24, vocal choral group, sounded like a large woman’s chorus, in English.** Talk unreadable. Was this New Zealand? Loop says yes, but a re-listen to the tape (about 10 times) doesn’t help. 55 signals. (Conrad, Ky.)

861. **Wales, BBC Welsh Home Service, Cardiff.** (Transmitter at Wastford, England) 10/24 with weather for Wales at 0145, then list of programming for the day. News from BBC at 0200. 55-57 signals, completely in the clear. Tape is very good. Faded at 0206, and went gone by 0210. (Conrad, Ky.)

865. **NICARAGUA, YNP, R. Libertad, Managua.** Decided to log this one 10/30 around 2312, but faded down, surprisingly, as will wait til is at usual level. Nobody’s lists him yet. (Callow, Texas)

890. **SO. KOREA, NKDR, Pusan.** Atop JOH for much of the time 10/23 from 0750 to past 0900. "KOS" ID heard at 0750. Singing in Korean from 0800 to 0830, then same sort of play. (Springours, Calif.)

900. **JAPAN, NHK, Tokyo.** At top JOH for much of the time 10/23 from 0750 to past 0900. "KOS" ID heard at 0755. Singing in Korean from 0800 to 0830, then same sort of play. (Springours, Calif.)

920. **SENEGA, YVIR, R. Central, Khanyu.** Is definitely the one here, ex-990, positive ID at 1000. GM from +700. (Silva, Jamaica)

973. **AK, WKUK, Yushu, Sakhalins, fair 10/28-30 0930.** (Seaver, Calif.)

1009. **MEXICO, XUAI, at 0945.** Listed for 10/26, (Silva, 25 Bremond, Houston, Texas 77006)

1025. **PORTUGAL, TGON, R. Panamericanua.** In English 10/24 til 0300, but messed up by KPUE carrier and off. 2000 signal, with program taped in Los Angeles. Stronger by far than KQES. (Conrad, Ky.) Ironie. I remember one time hearing a discussion of the Tonga Islands on the old KPOP on this channel, a few years before I'd heard and verified 200. (Callow, Texas)
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1030 SIR MIX, PZX-3, H. Suriname, Paramaribo. Must be the one with s/off in Papamante. YL announce at 0200
1/24. (Silvera, Jamaica)

1035 POST. - VHF, Capi-Haitian. With strong signals; religious programmes and chime music at 2030 nightly.
(Calkin, N.J.)

+1040 VENEZUELA: YV22, LV de Caracas, Valencia. S/on 0400, move from 690. Announces 10 kHz. (Silvera, Jamaica)

1050 EL SALVADOR: YSU, R. Mil Ceniciento, San Salvador. Logged briefly 0040-0045 10/31, ZED partially looped, and YSU detected underneath. (Pair, Texas)

1050 XEZB, Monterrey, N.L. Don't be fooled by "R. Melodia" IDs in SS pgm before 1900. (Galliman, Texas)

1055 ESTA G7C, TISMB, R. Populcy, San Jose. ID heard one evening recently, but usually seems to be two sta-
tions fighting it out on this freq. (Freeman, Calif.) Not St. Pierre! See P.O.S. (Ed.)

UNTIL. - Oriental. Quite strong signal, just barely beating the heavy ZRB slop on 10/23 at 0735. Who is this?
Another China, or Thailand? (Singer, Calif.) New FEES show only the 10 kHz Thai army station here.
By the way, new FEES does not show Koon Tum on 043, but seems to have left out stations in location from
Calmphon to Laski — possibly a goof by the computer that types the pages. (Sewage, GH) (Ed.)

1137 UKFL, WTMS (England). R. London in with considerable volume 10/23 during period of fantastic reception
around sunset. Excellent tape made at 1705. Station format has a decidedly British flavor as compared
to Caroline South. (Robie, Miss.)

1139 UKFL. Station with light music, not LA. No s/sing, and no identifiable announcements. From before 2330
to past midnight. Any ideas? R. London is around here, but programming does not seem to be typical. (Cal-
kin, N.J.)

1155 & 06 UKFL. S/S. Two stations noted here 10/28. 1146 carrier with SS programming. Very weak Latin music
on 1145. Noted around 1900-2000. (Colos, Texas) WVAJ, R. Caracas, Fort-nu-Prince, has been logged on 11
but don't believe this late. YST, Radio El Mundo, and WRGL, R. Nuevo Mundo in date also on this
split. (Ed.)

1160 UKFL. CELESTIAL. Had three chimes "lo-mi-lo" 10/24 at 0551. No IS at 0600. (Sewage, Calif.)

1160 UKFL. WFRS (England). R. Caroline South in like a ton of bricks 10/22 1703-1811 when VOA too strong.
Also signs of Scollock, HUNGARY, with woman speaker and classical music. (Kurbeski, Ohio)

1189 UKFL. Weak SS LA station here with few lights and no anaes. RM's Caroline South on 1187. Best around
2300. (Calkin, N.J.)

1094 E. EL SALVADOR. Unid. station here uses monetary units Colones & Centavos in cda. Only country in CST zone
using colones is El Salvador. Slogan phonetically seems to be "Radio Pale-Oca." Has Rock-n-Roll 2200-
2230 10/31. Possibly the long-projected YSB-1100. (Keene, Texas)

1160 K-1300, VOA, Kuala. Noted right next to VOA 0005 10/24 with good IS, such as it is. Then VOA
went into an jazz show and ended it. (Mensor, Ind.) Noted at 0005 with VOA morning show 10/24 with a 2000
signal. Only 55B weaker than VOA but the stronger overall here. Almost no fading until after 0030.
(Conrad, KY.) Always readable any evening, but never heard better than 10/23 at 1715. Clear as a bell
with program "The Recital Hall." (Robie, Mass.)

1205 WLC-1, OPP, Bordeaux. In with a tremendous signal. Easily separable with 3-multiplier off. In French to
0124 fade-out. (Mensor, Ind.) Noted 10/24 1500 signals, but not as good as earlier in the week. After
Wall signal at 0100, completely clear with talk and music, all in French. (Conrad, Ky.)

1212 ALBANIA. Tirana. Not a formal report, but can't resist putting it in here. Ed Krejky, Cleveland, +
Chic, sends taped letter providing a segment of his super-fine audio from a new Tirana transmitter, logged
+ at good program when EU Light Programmes s/on 10/24. Also on this tape, 10/24, is reception of Radio
Santer�, SPAIN on 1475, and EU-1468. Good SCQ3 on the new Albanian, Ed, and nice catches otherwise.

EUROPE. EU Light Programmes. SS carrier, fair music, and poor voice on 10/24, from 0226 to 0900.
Several other SS carriers at the time, but nothing identifiable on them. (Singer, Calif.) Heard well
2000-0100 10/24 with semi-classical music and announcer, with delightfully English accent. Wish I could have
listened longer, but WCAC 2000 came on, and they were just barely audible then. (Mensor, Ont.) (Ind.) I knew
'Ild do that. (Ed.)

1223 SPAIN. FESTL, LV de Madrid "Transmite el Nacional desde..." (That's as far as I could go with my Span-
ish Is of 14-tone melody at 0045, a/on 0055, then musical IS on Xylophone til 0100-15 when 14-tone Is
repeated. Program of pure classical music, Chopin this Is. Signal BB to over 1500. Very good. Long re-
port out. Tape I kept is pretty good, too. (Conrad, Ky.) Better send that tap I kept to Radio Nacional
de España, Madrid, for FESTL has been on 1077 since last winter, and 1079 before that. New RNE-Madrid
outlet here. (Ed.)

UK. Around 1800 with classical music, could be JNE, SPAIN, but no announcements caught yet. Also
heard around 0100. (Dorsey, KY.)

1322 UKFL. WFRS (England). R. England heard nightly now with good to excellent (at times) signals between
1300 to past 2300 with his parade, DJ chatter, and news items. On 10/22, they gave immediate coverage to
spot news ro Aberdeen, Wales, disaster. Some interference from Unit. Id. on 1323 and 1245 on 1325. Announce ID as "Radio, England, 32 Curzon Street, London, W.1." Some one in use last summer when I visited their offices. Pirate #7 here, and welcome. (Calking, N.Y.)

1336 & 7 TWG. Two possible Latin's noted here. Paint beat, around 2230 10/29. (Coles, Texas) Ed Krafty has HR36, San Pedro Salo, on 1337. (Ed.)

1340 JAPAN. Yagi noted 10/30 0039-0040, with lots of talk from scene of dance, it sounded, very weak, and sometimes faded completely out. Sloan did not seem to match HR36. Made much mention of several Bolivian cities, though. (Calking, Texas)

1410 MEXICO. XES, Mexico, D.F. Tentatively the SS heard under WUNI, with marinae music til 0100 s/off 10/21. (Silvera, Jamica)

GULFTRILLA. YG0, n.w. de Etorna Primavera, Guatemala. Most likely the TG with s/off announcements at 0130 + 10/21. (Silvera, Jamica)

1420 MEXICO. XEH, Monterrey, N.L., with pop music 0032 10/21. Not, fade ID difficult. (Silvera, Jamica)

1460 JAPAN. ACR. Hour quite early 10/24 (0246) but no definite ID yet. (Soringor, Calif.)

1466 MEXICO. R. Monte Carlo, noted with fantastic signal around 0330 10/24, French rock and roll-like music, easily separable from 1460 CC and ever-present WARR AM music. (Minor, Ind.)

1470 JAPAN. ACR, NHK Second Network again heard under XESM, so a report sent this time. Classical piano music at 0310 to 0326 on 10/24. (Soringor, Calif.)

1475 AS. RUSSIA. R. Moscow. 10/23 English program at 0730 heard, with the announcement that it was for listeners in S2 Asia, Australia, New Zealand, and Oceania. Announced 203 and 477 meters (1475 and 629 kHz) Very loud at 0900 JJ s/off on 10/24. All according to sked from Moscow. (Soringor, Calif.) As question following 1376, Kharkovcek must be best bet, as 629 is more or less established as Kharkov seems est. (Ed.)

1500 JAPAN. ACR, NHK. Wee in ms. Carrier detectable 0400 10/31, looped NW or SSE. I want to know who! (Calking, Tex.)

1500 GULFTRILLA. TLG, Gacas Femininas, Bogota, fair atop all others here. TL announcer gave ID at 1730 10/22. (Silvera, Jamica)

1500 WUNI. This I'm not sure is in your province, but what else could it be? 10/24 at 0500, KRRK, San Jose, Calif., s/off with very weak signals, but a pop music English format up to them. Who? KURB, Hawaii, or a down under, or who? Loopeds almost identically to KGGY, which says Hawaii from here. S2 to S4 signals. (Conrad, Ky.) How about KILA, Burlington, Calif.? (Ed.)

1515 GULFTRILLA. TLG, A. Minuto, Corbourquilla. 10/10 0313-0331 with WNN off, with tropical music and ads for "Guardian" (What is it?) and Medellin Ram. (Kharkovcek, Mass.)

1550 AUSTRALIA. 4CD, Emerald, N.S.W. Presumed to be the down under station heard with news at 0416. Unfortunately, OBE was mostly too strong, and the station was itself in a fading at 0430, barely too weak to catch, but during OBE pause. Needed, but not enough for a report. (Soringor, Calif.)

GULFTRILLA. TLG, A. Modelo, Zacepo/Retalhuelet. Must be station mentioning Guatemala, etc. at 0630 10/23. (Silvera, Jamica)

1560 AUSTRALIA. 4BE, Taree, N.S.W. was excellent with ads, ID, etc. at 0335 on 10/24. Best reception from 2BE since spring. Fifth continent of the morning. (Soringor, Calif.)

1560 MEXICO. XEITF, Mexico, D.F. now back on 1550 kHz. (Silvera, Jamica)

1550 G. GERMAN. As IDX Page 4, 10/15. Station heard here positively IDs as NEF in German, and is also NEF's, much improved signal from Oldenburg, last year, and latter moved early summer to 971; doubtful they've returned. Strongly suspect NEF is correct, and station is Lengenburt with increased power. Note Rolf Modern report in IDX 3/26/66. Also, I'm given to understand that NEF & NEF run a common NW program, so this would explain NEF ID and retrieval mistake made at first listening. Reported. (Calking, N.Y.)

Verifications...